2	FEDERAL POLITY
constitution of the United States of America in 1789, such
cases of political combinations as may be called federal
were really exceptions, and even these could be called federal
only in a rather loose sense of the word. " Though federal
governments are ancient — the oldest apparently is that
formed by the cities of Lycia in the fourth century B.C.—
the ancient federations scarcely got beyond the form of
leagues of small republics for the purpose of common military
glory/'* This statement of Bryce depicts the character of
ancient federations.
A recent writer has attempted to prove the existence of
federal institutions in ancient India.   He says :  " The state
in ancient India was not unitary in the strict sense of the
term.    It was saturated through and   through with   the
principles of what for convenience may be called federalism
and feudalism.    It must, of course, be emphasized that
modern notions of federalism—written constitutions, clear
demarcation of spheres of power, the idea of federal and state
authorities—were unknown to India/'f    He supports his
hypothesis by citing instances of  Murundraja, Chandr-
Gupta, the Mauryan Empire, Sindh, and the Muslim rule,
as types of feudal-federations.?   Assuming that the character
of the ancient Indian State was not strictly unitary, it is
difficult to comprehend how in the absence of the  three
essentials of federalism, as described by the writer himself,
it   could   be   called   federal   except   in   an   unscientific
sense of the word.   These were, almost all, cases of Empire
states created as a result of one state bringing others under
its subjection and granting them a kind of local  autonomy
from the sheer necessity of the situation.
* James Bryce.' Constitutions,* p. 271.
t Beni Prasad.   'The State iix Ancient India', p, 604.    Such a mistaken
view results from one's over-enthusiasm to trace the existence of all modem
conceptions to ancient times but in this task one is never on sure grounds
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